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Culture change: What makes it stick?
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The first two articles in this three-part series examined how to get started on a culture transformation[1] and

some important moments each transformation must pass through.[2] In this piece, we explore the most critical
—and often overlooked—aspect of culture change: making it stick. Organizations often launch change programs
with fanfare and sometimes even bolt on a control mechanism to reinforce it. But all too often, the initiative fails
to deliver the heady expectations laid out for it, and the momentum soon fades. Why this is, and what we can do
to deliver the promised returns, are the basis for this article. Again, this is based on my own observations from
first-hand involvement in three very different culture change programs: during a merger, following a
reputational disaster, and responding to a CEO’s request for help.

Natural resistance to culture change
Culture does not change overnight. Norms are built over years or even decades, passed down between
generations of managers. Therefore, repetition and persistence are necessary parts of any culture change.
Initiatives that focus on a high-profile launch and top-down communication are destined to fail as soon as the
next company initiative hits the wires. It can be worse if the drive for a culture change is some emergent crisis
because sentiments can arise about this being a temporary reaction that will subside as soon as things “return to
normal,” allowing inertia to take over.

Senior leadership turns over more frequently than we might imagine. According to a Korn Ferry survey published
in 2020, the average C-Suite tenure at the largest 1,000 American companies was 4.9 years. Put another way, on

average, a company with just 10 members in its executive committee sees two of these replaced every year.[3]

This means we cannot rely on the force of personality to sustain a culture change. New leaders will emerge with
new priorities, perhaps seeking ways to distance themselves from the old ones.

Finally, as described in this article by Rich Lyons, people often struggle to see the link between a culture initiative
and business purpose, so when these appear to clash, the culture initiative takes a back seat to getting business

done.[4] In other words, tying culture change to some presumed common good like “integrity” or “building
trust” rather than to an already agreed-upon commercial purpose is unhelpful.
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